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MONTREAL – Police in France have launched their own investigation into SNC-Lavalin Group 
Inc. 

The company confirmed Wednesday that French police executed a search warrant at SNC’s 
offices in the French city of Reims last November, which was the company’s European 
headquarters until it was moved to Paris. 

The investigation was directly related to a probe underway in Canada by the RCMP and concerns 
matters of which SNC-Lavalin was already aware as a result of its own voluntary independent 
review into $56-million worth of improperly documented payments detailed last March, the 
company said. 

Shares in SNC rose 1.6% to $44.75 in trading on the Toronto Stock Exchange Wednesday. 

“We do not have any details on the progress of the French enquiry other than to say that we 
continue to cooperate fully with the authorities,” SNC spokesperson Leslie Quinton said in an 
emailed statement. “To our knowledge, there have been no arrests or accusations stemming from 
the French investigation.” 

SNC-Lavalin, Canada’s largest engineering firm, has been rocked by allegations of corporate 
misconduct by former employees in a reputational scandal that exploded some 18 months ago. 
French regional newspaper L’Union reported the existence of the French probe on its website 
Tuesday. 

Related 

The paper said French police are looking into $13.5-million of suspected kickbacks to someone 
based in the United Arab Emirates. It said an external auditor first discovered the sum as an 
anomaly in SNC Europe’s books and that the money appeared to have nothing to do with the 
company’s European business. 

“What was presented as a project linked to the Reims office in reality corresponds to the 
remuneration of a foreign intermediary,” the paper said. 

France’s Division Nationale des Investigations Financières (DNIF), which probes financial crimes 
as well as those linked to corruption, is involved, the newspaper said. It said the payment in 
question is linked to a “gas complex” project in the UAE capital Abu Dhabi. 

L’Union‘s story may leave the impression that SNC paid a bribe to obtain a contract in Abu Dhabi. 
But that’s not what occurred, according to SNC-Lavalin. 

In fact, the company says an Abu Dhabi project it did not identify was one of the ones whose 
accounting codes was used in the misattribution of funds detailed in SNC’s own internal voluntary 
independent review. That review, whose results were reported in March 2012, sketches a rough 
outline of the alleged ethics breaches by SNC’s former head of construction, Riadh Ben Aissa. 



In short, company money has gone missing after being falsely booked in SNC’s accounting. 
Police allege it has been laundered in a scheme involving Mr. Ben Aissa as well as his 
predecessor, Sami Bebawi, who enriched themselves to the detriment of shareholders. 

In its internal review, SNC found $56-million worth of payments were made to consultants that 
may never have existed for work that may have never been done. All of it was allegedly 
orchestrated by Mr. Ben Aissa, and approved by former chief executive officer Pierre Duhaime. 

The internal probe focused on two separate set of consultant agreements for two separate 
projects. It has since come to light that one project is the McGill University Health Centre’s 
Superhospital construction in Montreal. The identification of the other project has not been 
confirmed. 

The consultant fees for those two projects were booked to other contracts to mask them, one of 
which SNC is now identifying as a contract for work in Abu Dhabi. When SNC realized what had 
happened, and that the France-based European unit had been improperly billed for the Abu 
Dhabi project, it corrected the situation by reimbursing the French unit, Ms. Quinton said. At the 
same time, it informed Canadian authorities of the move, she said. 

The company’s auditors in France flagged the exceptional reimbursement and that’s what 
triggered the subsequent French police probe, she said. 

“The whole point is that no, the amounts were never attributed to the correct project,” Ms. Quinton 
said. 

As a result of that internal review, the company dismissed Mr. Duhaime. He is now charged with 
fraud in what police describe as a plot to rig the $1.3-billion superhospital contract in SNC’s 
favour. 

Mr. Ben Aissa was also asked to resign. He is now sits in a jail in Switzerland, accused of using 
that country’s banking system to funnel millions worth of bribes to win contracts for SNC in North 
Africa while keeping a small fortune for himself. 

Swiss police and the RCMP continue to investigate the matters raised in SNC’s internal review. 
Independent observers expect the company itself to face formal charges under Canada’s anti-
bribery legislation. 

“Assisting the authorities in their investigations is crucial for us in order to fully implement all our 
measures for good governance and compliance,” Ms. Quinton said. “We are eager to have these 
issues resolved and firmly set in the past, which means offering our support to the investigators 
wherever needed.” 

Under new chief executive officer Robert Card, SNC is accelerating its resource business and 
preparing to sell infrastructure assets as it deals with a bunch of unprofitable contracts negotiated 
by former management. 

The company reported net income of $53.6-million or 35¢ per share for its latest quarter, missing 
Bay St. forecasts of 51¢ a share. Profit on its core engineering business, excluding its 
infrastructure and concession investments, was barely $18.6-million, less than half the tally the 
year before. 

 


